It’s time to think
outside the trap.
See how Bayer technology can protect your bottom line.
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To learn more about the Bayer Rodent Monitoring System,
visit beyondsmarterbusiness.com or call: 800.331.2867

Control that sets you free

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL INSTRUCTIONS.
Bayer Environmental Science, a Division of Bayer CropScience LP, 5000 CentreGreen Way, Cary, NC 27513 Bayer and the Bayer Cross are registered trademarks of Bayer. ©2019 Bayer CropScience LP.

Is your current
rodent monitoring program
putting you at risk?
Think outside the trap.

A whole new perspective
on food safety.
Prevention starts with knowing when and where—in real time.

A failed audit, facility shutdown, reputational damage—they are all at
risk when you don’t know the status of your pest management
program. Bayer RMS can help you….
PREVENT

Manually checking each trap can divert focus from the true purpose of IPM inspections:
prevention. Whether you rely on third party pest management service or manage an
in-house program, Bayer RMS can provide the time needed to think outside the trap
and be more proactive.

CORRECT

With 24/7 monitoring, real-time capture alerts, and up-to-the-minute program
verification, you have the data to take immediate corrective action, preventing
further infestation.
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What’s food safety really worth
to your business?
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FEATURES

CAN ENABLE

// 24/7 monitoring

// Rapid response

// Real time capture alerts

// Fast root-cause analysis

// Regular system status reports

// Better IPM inspection

// Up-to-the-minute program

// Infestation prevention

verification
// Graphic floor plan

// Transparency across facilities
// Improved audit readiness

// Time-stamped data

PREDICT

Bayer gives you the data to analyze patterns, find root causes and predict
future rodent problems, helping improve accountability and compliance.
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Control that sets you free

